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The Gunn Gazette Newsletter is published twice yearly, in February and August. If you did not receive the
February or the August newsletter, please contact the Editor (03 323 9011) or the Secretary, Marie Gunn.
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GENEALOGIST:
Daniela Blair has taken over as our Clan Genealogist due to the sad loss of Margaret Godfrey. Daniela’s email
address is getus@clear.net.nz and she would be happy to help members find their ancestry.
SECRETARY:

Marie Gunn, 121B Johns Road, Belfast, Christchurch 8051, Ph: 03 323 6608
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PRESIDENT’S PATTER – FEBRUARY 2012
I would like to express my sincere condolences to all who have lost a family member or friend over the past six
months and to our Clan Society on the loss of its members. It is a difficult time for anyone to deal with and I feel
for you all.
Since my article in February, we now have more members going to the International Clan Gunn Gathering in
Scotland. There will be, as far as I can ascertain, 16 members attending which is amazing. The Americans are
usually the biggest group but the New Zealanders may be giving them a run for their money this time which is
fantastic. At the last Gathering there were, as I have mentioned in a previous Newsletter, eleven nationalities
represented with a total of 83 Clans folk. It really is wonderful that so many of us from NZ will be representing our
country this time.
Currently we have a Derbhfine or “Family Convention” pending. This has been initiated by Colonel James Gunn
and Rob Kamp Gunn in the UK and Netherlands respectively and authorised by the Lyon Court, regarding the
establishment of a Chief of Clan Gunn. So far there has been no word of when or where this Family Convention is
to take place. There have been objections to it from certain quarters but ultimately it is the Lyon Court who will
decide whether it goes ahead or not. We await their decision.
Clan Gunn NZ has about 110 paid up members to date and we have been up to 140 three years ago. Members
have moved overseas, died or dropped out by attrition. All over the world it is the same story with Clan Gunn. The
electronic age and social networking on the internet have a lot to do with the decline in numbers. However, on a
brighter note I learned that we have just had another potential member join us as a full member in Dunedin now
making us 27 in all. I feel that if we had a recruiting drive by inviting relatives or friends to join us or by looking up
the sept names in the phone book and doing the same thing by phone or flyer, we might be able to swell our ranks
a little more. So, give it a go everybody and let’s see what we can do. Those of you that can write articles could do
one for your local newspaper and bring attention to the Clan in any way you see fit and invite people to join us, not
necessarily Septs but others who would like to join and give their allegiance to the Clan as associate members
which would entitle them to wear our tartan and badge. Good luck!
The AGM is being held in Dunedin this year so it would be great to see a good attendance. It will be on the 27th
and 28th October. The Dunedin members are willing to accommodate anyone who would like to come and join us.
We will provide lunch on Saturday with an outing on Saturday afternoon and a meal on Saturday evening. Lunch
will also be provided Sunday lunch time after the AGM. Please make an effort to attend.

Yours Aye
Todd Wall
President, Clan Gunn Society of New Zealand (Inc)
             

We extend a very warm welcome to Iain Fraser and new members
Kathy Sauer
Membership Secretary
             

DUNEDIN REPORT – AUGUST 2012
March 2012
On the 4th March 2012 sixteen Dunedin members met at Bonny’s house for our first Gathering of the year.
We all indulged ourselves with a meal of Corn and Potato Chowder with Crusty Bread, followed by Bread and
Butter Pudding. Sheila, Bonny and Joyce were congratulated for putting on a fine meal.
Information was given out on upcoming events and the Derbhfine or Family Convention being initiated by Colonel
James Gunn (UK) and Rob Kamp Gunn (NL) and that there are fourteen signatories to that Derbhfine worldwide.
It was also stated that the Derbhfine was to try and determine, through the Lyon Court, whether or not our current
Commander, Iain Gunn of Banniskirk, could be elevated to the position of Chief.
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May 2012
Sadly, one of our members, Margaret Godfrey, passed away on 1st May 2012. Some members attended her
funeral and flowers were sent to her family together with the Clan’s condolences.
June 2012
Our Gathering on the 10th June was attended by 23 Dunedin members at Bonny Flynn’s house. This was a
Gathering with a difference in that we held a Winter Christmas Dinner. The room and tables were decorated by
Bonny for a Christmas Feast. What a feast that was too. See below:

MENU
Roast Turkey with Sage and Onion Croquettes
Croquettes
___________
Selection of Roast Vegetables with Seasonal Vegetables
___________
Christmas Pudding with Brandy Sauce
___________
Trifle
___________
Tea/Coffee served with Bonny’s Christmas Cake
Raffles were held, as they are at all our Gatherings, and funds were raised for our real annual Clan Gunn
Christmas Dinner at the end of November, which traditionally, is of course our last Gathering for the year.
Our next meeting will be on the 16th September 2012.
             

CHRISTCHURCH REPORT AND UPCOMING EVENTS 2012
Weka Pass Rail Trip (Report by Chris Gunn)
On Sunday 18th March 2012, 11 members of the Christchurch group of the Clan embarked on a picnic with a
difference: car-pooling to Waipara in North Canterbury, where we boarded the vintage carriages of the Weka
Pass Railway for a leisurely trip through the spectacular scenery of the Weka Pass to Waikari – the present
terminus of the former branch line to Waiau. The weather was warm and sunny, and part-way up the line the train
stopped for the time-honoured “photo run-by” for photographers and enthusiasts. Disembarking onto a grassy
meadow beside the track, passengers could stroll up a gentle hill and command a superb view down the Waipara
Valley; where once “sheep may safely have grazed”, now the landscape is dominated by vineyards as far as the
eye can see! The train reversed back a few hundred metres, then forged up the steep grade and growled loudly
past the passengers, before stopping for us to re-board. Further up the line we passed alongside the unique
limestone formations which go back to when the land here was beneath the sea; many fossils including fish have
been unearthed in this region over recent years. “Frog Rock” is the most well-known of the limestone outcrops
along the line.
At Waikari we disembarked and Chris took a photo of the group on the platform before we ambled off down the
road to the Star & Garter Hotel for a ‘Sunday Lunch’ in style, having made a booking for our wee group a few days
earlier. The meal was excellent, and there was plenty of time to relax before heading back to the station to join
the last train of the day back to Glenmark Station at Waipara. (See Photo Gallery).
Annual 10 Pin Bowling Challenge : Clan Gunn v Clan Donald (Report by Chris Gunn)
On 17th June 2012 the two clans met once again for their annual “joust” on the bowling lanes of Garden City Bowl,
having missed out in 2011 due to the disruption caused by the earthquakes. After taking lunch in Beckenham we
reassembled at the venue and quickly got underway. This time there were no “ring-ins” from the opposition, so we
felt more confident of our chances as everyone was rated as “rank amateurs”! This year the Gunns had some
‘northern’ assistance in the form of Marie’s grand-daughter Christine from Auckland and her fiancé Adrian, who
had a certain flair for bowling, with a good eye; both are new members. The competition was keenly contested,
and at the finish Clan Donald sneaked home again by a short nose, averaging 71.6 points per team member
against the Gunns’ average of 68.4. However we were by no means disgraced, having the top two scorers for the
contest – Adrian with 175 total and Chris Gunn with 120; the remainder of the top ten scores were all from Clan
Donald.
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The ‘Games Evening’ scheduled for late July/early August which was to be held at the home of Chris and Sue
Gunn was held in abeyance as they were away for a much needed holiday.
Acitivities on the 2012 Calendar:
1.
October – Kirkin’ o the Tartan
2.
Late September/Early October - Open home at Chris Gunn’s for afternoon tea and to view his model
railway layout
3.
November/December – Christmas Lunch – to be finalized.
             

 FOR SALE : Ladies Kilt - Size 12 'Princess Mary Tartan'

$250

Phone 3666 2939 

             

NEWS FROM THE NORTH - AUCKLAND
The Auckland branch of Clan Gunn NZ had an informal gathering in the afternoon of February 26th at Christine
Wilsons house in Royal Oak. In addition to the Gunns, we had Wilsons, Sutherlands, Camerons and Swans
contributing to the gathering. The branch (if we can be called that) is in the early stages of coalescing into an
organised group, and as with all early beginnings, tentative steps are often the way forward.
Christine has been supplying the energy to get things underway for a while, and the February get together was the
second semi organised attempt at forming such a group in the last year. Further south, the Dunedin and
Christchurch groups have been organised for quite a while, and are very active, however with 1/3 of the
population perhaps it’s time for the Auckland “clan” to “do something!”. The writer believes that most Gunns,
coming from stoic backgrounds have naturally gravitated to colder climates in the south, but hopes that those of
warmer preference might find the desire to contribute to the clan as well!
Christine gave a brief introduction, and welcomed those present to her home. Mairi Gunn gave a summary of
the events associated with the historic gathering at Whakatane, and then went on to discuss the possible revival
of ancient skill sets such as bone carving. Mairi sees a revival of the ancient skills as a link to the past, but also
relevant to creating job opportunities, and a sense of pride in our gaelic heritage. Mairi had earlier touched on
what it meant to her to be present at the Whakatane weekend, and how she had felt connected to her ancestors
during the ceremonies.
Cathy Gunn talked with passion about economic collectives, and the way in which these organisations are seeing
a resurgence throughout the world, with their emphasis in reinvestment in the community, and wondered if we (the
Gunns) might replicate that model.
The adjournment to afternoon tea signalled the chance to sample the excellent spread contributed by all. It’s
always a marvel to me that these gatherings magically provide at least twice as much food as required, (that’s
certainly not a complaint). Christine handed out the prizes for the lucky winners of the draw. As the meeting
wound down there was renewed commitment from those present to try and make the gathering more regular.
To this end our next get together will be on the afternoon of May 27th and will include a screening of the Silver
Darlings.
Neil Gunn - Auckland
             

Failte a Chairdean - Greetings friends from Waipu Museum!
We would like to let you all know about - The Grand Pageant of Waipu
As Scottish descendants you may be interested in attending this spectacular event on 11 and 12 January 2013.
A fantastic once in a lifetime family experience!
Waipu community stages this huge and spectacular show again in 2013. Two evening performances are planned
for 11 and 12 January. These dates have been chosen because this is when tides and the moon will be suitable
for performances.
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This next 2013 production promises to be:
•

A ‘monumentous’, stunning outdoor spectacle, telling one of the most amazing stories in New
Zealand’s history.

•

An Extravaganza of Light, Sound, and Latest Visual Technology (as seen in the opening of the
Rugby World Cup) with Clydesdales and Horse-Drawn Vehicles, Bullocks, Vintage Cars, Kapa
Haka, Waka, Crowd scenes, Personal drama, Comedy, a Croft Burning, Pipe Bands, and a
Fireworks Finale!

•

Narrated by famous writer Dame Fiona Kidman

•

Venue – Waipu Village Glebe

•

Mark this on your Calendar as a highlight of the Summer Holidays!

•

Tickets on sale from 1 August 2012

More Information: www.waipumuseum.com/events and discover a full visual description of The Grand
Pageant of Waiput.
             

OBITUARY
MARGARET GODFREY, a member of Clan Gunn Dunedin Branch, passed away on 1 May 2012.
I first met Margaret when I attended an AGM in Dunedin and stayed with her.
Her role in the Clan was to support members with their genealogy. This was an area that she had
great passion for. She gave her time freely and enjoyed being a resource for others.
Her other interests included playing bowls, assisting friends when asked or needed and was generous with her
time.
I was fortunate to reciprocate her generosity when she stayed with me in Christchurch while attending an AGM.
Margaret extended her stay with me after the AGM. We spent time exploring the city and Orana Park. She was
impressed with the layout of the park as the animals had room to move freely.
I send my sympathy and affection to her family and grandchildren.
Val Donald
Immediate Past President

REK GEORGE GUNN
George Gunn’s sheer ebullience, integrity and intelligence endeared him to many who
will remember him as a man of passion who pushed hard for what he believed in.
A colourful character in the history of pharmacy practice in New Zealand, George
passed away last month aged 92.
As a 22-year-old who emigrated from Scotland with his mother to embark on a new life
on the other side of the world, he was never going to be a conformist.
Former Pharmacy Today editor Wendy Moffett remembers him describing how as a
conscientious objector during World War II, he was interred in camps, cutting flax on the
Central Plateau with other conscientious objectors.
This stance was to affect his career choice.
With an MA in politics and history from Oxford University, he passionately wanted to be a diplomat. There was
however, no chance of a career in the diplomatic corps with his record as conscientious objector in New Zealand.
Instead he turned to pharmacy and remained a registered pharmacist for 65 years – from the day his
apprenticeship was completed in 1939 until 2004.
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During those years he was a practising pharmacist in Jervois Road, in the Auckland suburb of Herne Bay.
Once he set out on the path of pharmacy practice, he embraced all aspects of the profession and committed
himself to advancing the education and practice of pharmacy.
George had a great interest in the “politics” of pharmacy and that lead to his involvement in the Auckland Branch
of the Pharmaceutical Society – for a time as president, and in the Chemists’ Guild – as Auckland divisional
councillor.
His contribution to the profession was acknowledged in 1975, when he was made a Fellow of the Pharmaceutical
Society of New Zealand.
Retired pharmacist and LOTS creator and director Harvey Lockie, first met George Gunn in the 1970s when he
was involved in the Auckland branch of the Pharmaceutical Society and George was editor of the Pharmacy
Journal.
“George was a man of strong opinions and he had been heavily involved with politics for a long time. As we heard
at his farewell, his family had been activists with the miners’ unions in Scotland for generations.
With a ‘Red Scotsman’ background, his debating skills honed since birth in the union movement, and an MA from
Oxford university to sharpen his writing skills, George was a formidable political opponent. There were few New
Zealand pharmacists who could cross swords in debate with George and hope to prevail.
During his years as a pharmacist, George developed interests in management and marketing and was happy to
share his knowledge and experience with other pharmacists at guild road shows, Euan Galloway society chief
pharmacist advisor recalls.
As editor of the Pharmaceutical Journal of New Zealand, he aimed to ensure the journal kept pharmacists
informed of trends in all sectors of pharmacy practice, and particularly in the growth of pharmacy professionalism
in other countries.
When the Pharmaceutical Journal merged with Pharmacy Digest to form New Zealand Pharmacy, George
welcomed the move and was very supportive of Wendy Moffett’s role as founding editor of that publication.
“George touched a lot of lives – he certainly touched mine, generously giving me encouragement and confidence
when as a journalist I presumed to enter into the world of pharmaceutical publishing.
“George must have attended more pharmaceutical conferences during his career than anyone I’m aware of other
than one of pharmacy’s greatest supporters, Graeme Douglas. George and his dear wife Jennie were fixtures at
the annual conferences – and George loved to dance.
“He loved to dance, was always bursting into song, and famously having been so enthralled by a performance of a
touring Russian ballet, he invited the entire cast to his home for his 50th birthday. Naturally, they went.
“But top of George’s hit parade was his family: his wife Jennie, and his children, Sandy, Robyn and Mairi – he was
immensely proud of them and spoke of them often.”
Pharmacists and friends farewelled George at a remembrance ceremony to celebrate his life on 19 September at
Northbridge Retirement Village, Northcote Auckland.
Courtesy of Pharmacy Today Magazine
(Sent in by Mairi Gunn)
             

HISTORY OF MY FATHER GEORGE GUNN
I am a member of Clan Gunn from Auckland, NZ, as was my father George Gunn.
As you are aware, 2012 is the 200th anniversary of the Clearances of Clan Gunn off our ancestral lands in the
northern Highlands. To mark this occasion, there is a series of events being organised by the Clan Gunn Society
[UK], in the north and the Orkney Islands. [ http://www.clangunnsociety.org/gathering_booking.html ]
Since I, Christine Wilson and her younger family members, Antony and Jamahn will be travelling to Scotland to
attend, it seemed appropriate to bring Dad’s ashes back home to his father’s [my grandfather Alexander Gunn Died 26th Feb 1925 aged 39 years] remains in the Methilmill cemetery in Fife.
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Alexander had been a stone mason in Edinburgh but he went down the mine once he married and moved to Fife.
He died when my father, George Gunn, was 8 years old - from septicaemia after an operation for cancer. The
decision to inter my father’s ashes with his father’s bones has led to several discoveries. I always thought we were
a very small family, but I now find that Grandfather had six brothers and sisters, namely, George, Elizabeth
[Bessie], Thomas, William, Robert and Janet [Jeanie] GUNN
We surely have Scottish cousins, descendants of George Gunn [b. 8th Feb 1857 in Canongate, Edinburgh] and
Elizabeth Burt [d. 1902 aged 36 years]. His father was Alexander Gunn [b. 1812 or 13 in Dalkeith, Edinburgh]
and his mother Christina [nee Campbell] GUNN. That’s as far back as we have gone. My great hope is to find
out where our forebears lived before the Highland Clearances.
Our immediate family, George’s children – David [Sandy] Gunn, Robyn Elizabeth Gunn and Mairi Jean Gunn,
are so thankful for the support we have already received from our beloved Nana's [Jean Peden Herd] side of the
family – the so very generous Cathy Grey, genealogist from the USA and from Cathy Gunn, Christine
Wilson and Scotty Herd from Leven, Fife. He has been co-ordinating the burial which was advertised locally…
"Descendants of George Gunn [b. 8th Feb 1857 in Canongate, Edinburgh]
and Elizabeth Burt [d. 1902 aged 36 years]
are all most welcome to attend the
Burial of the ashes of George Gunn
[b. Methil, Fife 3rd April 1917]
@ Methilmill Cemetery, Fife
10am on the 19th July 2012"
Please also feel free to contact me - mairigunn@yahoo.com
A 2 year old child who died from Whooping Cough - Georgina Elizabeth Cook Gunn - is lying unmarked in
Grandfather’s lair [plot]. She is the daughter of a Robert Gunn from another branch of the Gunns. We want to
acknowledge her and have welcomed any relative’s attendance at the unveiling of their restored headstone.
Since Dad was a life-long Pharmacist, I have attached the obituary (see above) that was written for Pharmacy
Today magazine about him. There is also a portrait of him by fellow painter Jack Willetts and a photo of us at
Highland Games in Auckland in the late 1980s with others including Diane Gunn. That's Dad [before he joined the
gym!] and myself on the left.
Mairi Gunn
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CLAN GUNN SOCIETY of NEW ZEALAND
Clan Secretary
121 B Johns Road
Northwood
CHRISTCHURCH 8051
Ph: (03) 323 6608
e-mail marie.gunn@clear.net.nz
23rd June 2012

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members that the 24th Annual General Meeting of the
Society will be held on Sunday 28th October 2012 at 24 Beresford Street, Kaikorai,
Dunedin 9010 at 10 am.

AGENDA
Minutes of 2011 Annual General Meeting
President`s Report
Financial Report
General Business
Any members unable to attend the meeting who wish to raise matters for discussion
should forward details to the President: Mr Todd Wall, 3 Morse St, Brighton,
Dunedin 9035 no later than 18th October 2012.
Please note the Minutes of the 2011 Annual General Meeting were published in the
February 2012 Newsletter.

Marie Gunn
Secretary.
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CLAN GUNN SOCIETY of NEW ZEALAND
Clan Secretary
121B Johns Road
Northwood
CHRISTCHURCH 8051
Ph: (03) 323-6608

rd

23 June 2012
email: marie.gunn@clear.net.nz

2012 CLAN GATHERING and ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
27th October to 28th October 2012 at Dunedin
REGISTRATION
Full names(s) of those
attending:……………………………………………………………..………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Contact
address:……………………………………………….……………………………………………….
Phone:………………………………e-mail address………………………………………………….
Registration fee (per person)…………………………………………………………...
The Registration fee will cover: Saturday: Lunch, Afternoon Tea and Dinner
Sunday: Morning Tea and Lunch.
Cheques should be made out to Sheila Wall

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$40.00

$________

Please return this Registration form with payment to Sheila Wall at 3 Morse Street, Brighton,
Dunedin 9035 no later than 18th October 2012.
……………………Cut here and return the top portion with your cheque……..………….

The programme for the weekend is as follows:
Saturday 27th.
12.30 pm Lunch at the home of Bonnie Flynn 24 Beresford Street, Kaikorai, Dunedin 9010
1.30 pm - Visit to Rockbourne House, a lovely old house and now a gift shop. Then on to St
Leonards to view a beautiful garden and enjoy afternoon tea.
6.30 pm - Pot Luck Tea provided by Dunedin members at the home of Bonnie Flynn.
Sunday 28th.
10.00 am - Annual General Meeting at the home of Bonnie Flynn. This will be followed by a 2course roast meal and dessert.
NB. The Dunedin members have kindly offered hospitality to any members travelling to Dunedin
for the AGM. Contact Todd or Sheila Wall with any queries (Ph: 03-481-1105) or e-mail
healing@touch-your-heart.co
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PHOTO GALLERY
Weka Pass Trip
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Dunedin March Gathering

Dunedin June Gathering
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